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Activities

SC : 1 Nagarjuna College of Engineering & Technology

- International Conference on “Innovations and Emerging Trends in Mechanical Engineering on 17\textsuperscript{th} October 2015”
- Sponsorship to be given Rs.10,000
- All are cordially invited
- 20 students have paid their membership fee
- Installation date to be finalized
Activities

SC : 2 BMSCE

Visited the college today, along with Mr.Hari Rao and Mr.Madhukar

Installation of student Chapter : to be finalized based on members

Minimum 20 students

Activities planned :

1. Orientation workshop, Installation and Technical Talk

2. Industrial Visit
SC:3 Dayananda Sagar College of Engineering

Visited the college today, along with Mr.Hari Rao and Mr.Madhukar

Installation of student Chapter : to be finalized

No of student members : 19

Activities

1. Industrial Visit to Bosch

2. Technical Talk through YEA
Activities

SC:4  REVA College of Engg & Mgnt

• Orientation and Technical Talk completed on 8-9-2015

• Students are enrolling and they will submit membership fee during reinstallation

• Reinstallation date to be finalized

Activity

1. Industrial Visit

2. Technical paper presentation competition
Activities

SC:5 NITK

- Installation of student Chapter: New Chapter
- No of students: 40
- Tentative date for installation: 27th October 2015
- Banner and ASHRAE Publications may be given during installation as NITK Director will be attending this programme
- Technical Talk: During Installation
- Encouragement to participate in ASHRAE Events
- 10 students name was forwarded to Bryair to sponsor this students to attend ACREX2015
- Can we provide one team travel expenses (Bus / Train - 2nd Sleeper Class) to attend AQUEST Preliminary to be held at Bangalore
Activities

SC: 6 RVCE

- Orientation and Technical talk is completed
- Membership fee to be collected

Activities

- Quiz
- Industrial Visit to VSM Solar
- Technical talk by YEA
Activities

SC:7 Mount Carmel

- Installation of student Chapter: Need mentor from ABC
- Activities based on previous year performance
Activities

New Student Chapters identified

- Sai Vidya Institute of Technology
- Sir MVIT
- Oxford College of Engineering
- New Horizon College of Engineering
Activities

New Initiative

• Technical talk through Skype
• Date: 17th October 2015 at 12.30
• Resource Person: Dr. Kadir iSA
• Professor, Istanbul University
Thank You!